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networks



Signatures
 A vulnerability is a weakness which can be exploited to 

perform unauthorized actions within a computer system.



Signatures
 Library functions identification resorts on signatures.

Qiu, J. et al. “Library functions identification in binary code by using graph isomorphism testings.” 2015 IEEE 22nd International 
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Signatures
 Compiling environment and compiler options modify the 

shape of signatures.



Goal
 Identifying  the toolchain provenance, i.e. the compiler 

family (e.g. Visual Studio), the compiler version (e.g. 

10.0, 12.0) and its optimization options (e.g. -O1, -O2),  

that have been used to produce a stripped binary code.



Related works

Rosenblum et al. "Recovering the Toolchain Provenance of 

Binary Code", International Symposium on Software Testing 

and Analysis, 2011

Chen at al. “Himalia:  Recovering compiler optimization levels from 

binaries by deep learning”, Intelligent Systems and Applications, 

2019



Related works
 Focus on function output.

 Small amount of data for each function.

 Thousands of functions in one binary file.

 A rather limited number of binary file considered.

 Each source code is compiled with every possible 

toolchain configuration.



Contribution
 A Graph Neural Network based framework to determine

the toolchain provenance of a whole stripped binary.

 An evaluation of this process on a broad dataset

composed from 36,272 source code compiled with 92

toolchain configurations.



Site Neural Network
 We only keep a skeletal part of the CFG.

 We extract 100 small graphs from it.



Site Neural Network

 Dense convolution:



Dataset
The dataset is made from 36,272 C/C++ source files solving

91 problems from Codeforces.

 Compiler family: Visual Studio, MinGW, Clang and GCC.

 Optimization level: O0, 01, O2, O3 and Os.

 Compiler version: from 5 to 6 for each family.



Research questions
What is the capacity of our framewok to predict:

 Compiler family?

 Optimization level?

 Compiler version?



Compiler family

 Very good accuracy on this task.



Optimization level

 Good accuracy on this task.



Compiler version

 Very good accuracy on this task for families such as MinGW

and Visual Studio but not Clang and GCC.



Comparison

Massarelli et al. "Investigating graph embedding neural networks with unsupervised features extraction for binary analysis.", 2019.

 How do we compare to [Massarelli et al., 2019] in terms

of accuracy and performance?



Comparison

SNN-F outputs function level predictionMA-B outputs binary level prediction

 We change the output level of Massarelli et al. framework

and SNN.



Comparison

 We outperform Massarelli et al. framework at both the 

function and the binary level.

 Compared to Massarelli et al. framework, SNN is 68 x 

times faster during learning and 1300 x time faster during

preprocessing.



Conclusion
 Classification at the whole binary level works.

 Our simple framework is efficient.

Direction for future works:

 Richer semantic features.

 Natural language processing techniques.

 Comparisons between frameworks.



Conclusion

Thank you for your attention!


